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Abstract

Breast cancer continues to be a significant public health problem in the world. Early detection is the key for improving breast cancer
prognosis. Mammography has been one of the most reliable methods for early detection of breast carcinomas. However, it is difficult
for radiologists to provide both accurate and uniform evaluation for the enormous mammograms generated in widespread screening.
The estimated sensitivity of radiologists in breast cancer screening is only about 75%, but the performance would be improved if they
were prompted with the possible locations of abnormalities. Breast cancer CAD systems can provide such help and they are important
and necessary for breast cancer control. Microcalcifications and masses are the two most important indicators of malignancy, and their
automated detection is very valuable for early breast cancer diagnosis. Since masses are often indistinguishable from the surrounding
parenchymal, automated mass detection and classification is even more challenging. This paper discusses the methods for mass detection
and classification, and compares their advantages and drawbacks.
� 2005 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Breast cancer happens to over 8% women during their
lifetime, and is the leading cause of death of women in
US [1]. Currently the most effective method for early
detection and screening of breast cancers is mammogra-
phy [2]. Microcalcifications and masses are two important
early signs of the diseases [198]. It is more difficult to de-
tect masses than microcalcifications because their features
can be obscured or similar to normal breast parenchyma.
Masses are quite subtle, and often occurred in the dense
areas of the breast tissue, have smoother boundaries than
microcalcifications, and have many shapes such as circum-
scribed, speculated (or stellate), lobulated or ill-defined.
The circumscribed ones usually have a distinct boundaries,
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2–30 mm in diameters, and are high-density radiopaque; the
speculated ones have rough, star-shaped boundaries; and
the lobulated ones have irregular shapes [3]. Masses must
be classified as benign and malignant in order to improve
the biopsy yield ratio. Generally speaking, masses with ra-
diopaque and more irregular shapes are usually malignant,
and those combined with radiolucent shapes are benign
[117]. A mammogram is basically distinct with four levels
of the intensities: background, fat tissue, breast parenchyma
and calcifications with increasing intensity. Masses develop
from the epithelial and connective tissues of breasts and
their densities on mammograms blend with parenchyma
patterns. Several studies have revealed a positive associa-
tion of tissue type with breast cancer risks [4,5]. Women
who have breast cancers can easily get contralateral cancers
in the other side breast [6,7]. Distinguishing a new primary
from metastasis was not always possible due to their similar
features. Asymmetry of breast parenchyma between the two
sides has been one of the most useful signs for detecting
primary breast cancer [8].
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Fig. 1. CAD mass classification.

Reading mammograms is a very demanding job for ra-
diologists. Their judgments depend on training, experience,
and subjective criteria. Even well-trained experts may have
an interobserve variation rate of 65–75% [9]. Computer
aided diagnosis (CAD) systems may help radiologists in
interpreting mammograms for mass detection and classifi-
cation. Since 65–90% of the biopsies of suspected cancers
turned out to be benign, it is very important to develop
CADs that can distinguish benign and malignant lesions.
The combination of CAD scheme and experts’ knowledge
would greatly improve the detection accuracy. The detection
sensitivity without CAD is 80% and with CAD up to 90%
[10]. Most of the mass detection CAD schemes involve the
phases described in Fig. 1. First, image preprocessing of the
digitized mammogram can suppress noise and improve the
contrast of the image. Second, image segmentation is de-
fined by most of the articles about mass detection as locat-
ing the suspicious regions. It is different from the common
definition of segmentation in image processing. In the third
phase, features are extracted and selected for classifying le-
sion types or removing false positives. Finally, the detec-
tion/classification of masses will be conducted. Although the
CAD schemes were independently developed using different
data sets of limited size, most of the schemes yielded similar
performance, 85–95% true positive rate, with 1–2 false pos-
itives in an image. In this survey, the methods of five major
research areas: preprocessing, image segmentation, feature
extraction and selection, mass detection/classification, and
performance evaluation will be studied.

2. Image preprocessing of mammograms

Preprocessing is an important issue in low-level image
processing. The underlying principle of preprocessing is to
enlarge the intensity difference between objects and back-
ground and to produce reliable representations of breast
tissue structures. An effective method for mammogram en-
hancement must aim to enhance the texture and features
of masses. The reasons are: (1) low-contrast of mammo-
graphic images; (2) hard to read masses in mammogram;
(3) generally, variation of the intensities of the masses
such that radiopaque mass with high-density and radi-
olucent mass with low-density in comparison with the
background. The enhancement methods are grouped as:
(1) global histogram modification approach; (2) local-
processing approach; and (3) multiscale processing ap-
proach. The ideal contrast enhancement approach should
enhance the mammograms with no over-enhancement and
under-enhancement.

2.1. Global histogram modification approach

A commonly used global histogram modification ap-
proach is the histogram equalization (HE) [11]. The main
idea is to re-assign the intensity values of pixels to make the
new distribution of intensities uniform to the utmost extent.
Suppose that H(i) is the histogram of the image with size
M × N , and [Gmin, Gmax] is the range of the intensities
of the image. We can map the original image intensity Iorg
into the resulting image intensity Inew using HE technique
as below:

Inew = Gmin + (Gmax − Gmin) ×
Iorg∑
i=0

H(i)/(M × N).

The HE technique is simple and effective in enhancing the
entire image with low contrast, only if (a) it contains sin-
gle object or (b) there is no apparent contrast change be-
tween the object and background. To improve HE method,
Multi-peak HE method [85,179] has been developed. In this
method, the range of the gray levels is [x0, xL], one or more
mid-nodes xi (i =0, 1, . . .) was determined by the values of
mean, median or according to how many peaks are present
in the histogram. Then the original histogram is partitioned
into many pieces, and they are equalized piecewise and in-
dependently.

Another global histogram modification is the his-
togram stretching [11,12]. It uses a linear transfer
function:

Inew=Gmin+(Iorg−Imin) × (Gmax−Gmin)/Imax−Imin),

where [Imin, Imax] is the range of the intensities of the
original image and [Gmin, Gmax] is the range of intensi-
ties of the resulting image. The global histogram modifi-
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Table 1
Methods based on wavelet transformations

Mother wavelets Coefficient modification steps Advantage/disadvantage

Dyadic wavelet [30–32,35–37] 1. An overcomplete multiscale representation is con-
structed

It is the most popular wavelet and its scaling factor is a
power of 2. It is good for horizontal and vertical features.
The dyadic wavelet can cope with the lack of translation
invariance and is useful for analyzing multiscale features

2. The separable and steerable filter is for detect-
ing mass shape and locating orientation of texture
pattern
3. The coherence at level i is defined, the “coher-
ence maps” and orientation structures are adopted
to capture distinct features at each level
4. Using the information obtained, a nonlinear oper-
ation was applied at each level to modify the trans-
form coefficients and reconstruct the coefficients

The cubic spline scaling wavelets [32] 1. Calculate the multiscale gradients of image It has the flexibility of selectively enhancing the features
of different sizes and/or in different locations, and the
capability of controlling noise magnification

2. Detect the local gradient maxima at all scales
3. Modify the magnitude values of gradient maxima
to get the wavelet transform of the enhanced image

Hexagonal wavelets [33,34,37,40,41] Using nonlinear thresholding to modify wavelet co-
efficients

It has good orientation quality and more orientation selec-
tion. It has the flexibility of focusing on local features

Table 2
Enhancement methods

Method Description Advantage Disadvantage

Global approach
[11,12,85,179]

Re-assign the intensity values of pix-
els to make the new distribution of
the intensities uniform to the utmost
extent

Effective in enhancing the entire
image with low contrast

1. Cannot enhance the textual information
2. Working only for the images having one
object

Local approach
[11,13–29]

Feature-based or using nonlinear
mapping locally

Effective in local texture
enhancement

Cannot enhance the entire image well

Multi-scale processing
[30–38,40,41,189]

Based on wavelet transformation Flexible to select local features to be
enhanced, and able to suppress noise

Difficult to determine the mother wavelet and
weight modification functions

cation almost has done nothing for texture enhancement
since it cannot change the order of the gray levels of
the original image, and it is not suitable for enhancing
mammograms.

2.2. Local processing approach

Local-processing approaches are also studied for image
contrast enhancement. There are many methods for contrast
enhancement by changing pixel intensities. One way is based
on nonlinear mapping methods (local histogram technique,
bi-linear, sigmoid, non-continuous, etc.) [11,13–17]. The im-
plementation can be feature-based, and the local features
may be gained by edge detection, or by using local statistic
information such as local mean, standard deviation, etc. The
nonlinear mapping may be: (1) based on the gradient and/or
local statistics, and the nonlinear functions [11–15,18–22];
or (2) adaptive histogram equalizations [15,23–25]. Another
feature-based method is to define the contrast ratio first, then

to enhance image contrast by increasing the contrast ratio
[15,19,26–28] using an exponent function, etc. [29] pro-
posed a multistage tree-structured filter to enhance the digi-
tal mammogram. Each stage is based on a central weighted
median filter. The local-processing methods are quite effec-
tive in local texture enhancement. However, most of local
methods have little contribution to enhancing the contrast
among the objects. A technique combining the above meth-
ods is proposed in [12].

2.3. Multiscale processing approach

Some methods for feature enhancement are based on
wavelet transformation [30–38,40,41,189]. The general
stages can be described as: (1) The digitized mammo-
gram is transformed using wavelets. (2) The coefficients
are modified to enhance the mass features. (3) The en-
hanced mammogram is obtained using the inverse wavelet
transformation.
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The methods use the orientational information at each
scale of the analysis. The differences of implementing this
kind of methods are in the basis functions (or mother
wavelets) and the ways to modify coefficients, as described
in Table 1. It is flexible to select local features to be
enhanced, and able to suppress noise. It can detect the
directional features and remove unwanted perturbations.
More orientational information is obtained using hexagonal
sampling than rectangular sampling. However, it is difficult
to decide what mother wavelet for transformation and what
methods for modification to enhance all kinds of masses.
The summary of the enhancement approaches is listed in
Table 2.

3. Image segmentation

The second stage of mass detection CAD schemes is to
separate the suspicious regions that may contain masses
from the background parenchyma, i.e., to partition the

Table 3
Segmentation techniques

Segmentation techniques and descriptions Advantages and disadvantages Refs.

Global thresholding: based on global information, such as the
histogram of the mammograms

It is widely used; easy to implement; it is not good for identifying
ROIs; and FNs and FPs may be too high [39,42,43,46]

Local thresholding: the thresholding value is determined locally It can refine the results of global thresholding, and is better for
mass detection than global thresholding [44,45,47,48]

It cannot accurately separate the pixels into suitable sets. It is
often used as an initialization of other algorithms

MRF/GRF (statistical methods): it uses the local neighborhood
relationship to represent the global relationship

Good segmentation results; complex statistical computation, and
time-consuming [45,49–52,194]

Region growing: it finds a set of seed pixels first, then to
grow iteratively and aggregate with the pixels that have similar
properties

Refer to Table 4. The segmentation result depends on finding
suitable seeds; and it may be sensitive to noise [48,62–64]

Region clustering: searches the region directly without any prior
information

It is similar to region growing (Refer Table 4). The k-means
algorithm does not use the local spatial constraints; it assumes
that each cluster has a constant intensity; and it needs to know
the number of clusters

[71–77]

Edge detection: edge detection is a traditional method for image
segmentation, and it detects the discontinuity in mammograms

Refer to Table 6 for the summary of the different edge detectors
[16,58,78–91]

Template matching: segments possible masses from the back-
ground using prototypes

Easy to implement; if the prototypes are appropriate, it can
provide good results [18,97,75,76,98,207]

It depends on the prior information of the masses, it may result
high number of false positives

Stochastic relaxation: an unsupervised with an evidential con-
strained optimization method

It is often used in a statistical model, and it builds an optimal label
map to separate tissue and suspicious areas. Time-consuming
and complex parameter estimation

[14,101,102]

Fuzzy technique: apply fuzzy operators, properties, and inference
rules to deal with the uncertainty inherent in mammograms

The fuzzy techniques including fuzzy thresholding and fuzzy
region clustering or growing; it can handle the unclear boundary
between normal tissue and tumors; and it is not easy to determine
the suitable membership functions and rules

[99,100,103–105]

Bilateral image subtraction: it is based on the normal symmetry
between the left and right breasts

Easy to implement, and the difference between the left and right
mammogram images can be identified as suspicious regions; it
is difficult to register the left and right breasts correctly

[106–112,191]

Multiscale technique: apply DWT filters to transform the mam-
mogram images from spatial domain to spatial frequency do-
main, and do further processing

Because of its ability to discriminate different frequencies/scales,
it can preserve the resolution of the portion of ROI; it does not
need any prior information; selecting suitable mother wavelets
and weight modifying functions is not easy

[89,90,106,113–115]

mammogram into several non-overlapping regions, then
extract regions of interests (ROIs), and locate the suspi-
cious mass candidates from ROIs. The suspicious area is
an area that is brighter than its surroundings, has almost
uniform density, has a regular shape with varying size,
and has fuzzy boundaries [18]. This is a very essential
and important step that determines the sensitivity of the
entire system. Segmentation methods do not need to be
excruciating in finding mass locations but the result for
segmentation is supposed to include the regions containing
all masses even with some false positives (FP). FPs will
be removed at a later stage. However, the result of a good
segmentation depends on the suitable algorithm for the spe-
cific features, and if the algorithm is fixed, the result can
be improved by the enhancement techniques [14]. Accord-
ing to their natures, there are four kinds of segmentation
techniques: classical techniques, fuzzy techniques, bilat-
eral image subtraction and multiscale technique. A sum-
mary of different segmentation techniques is described in
Table 3.
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3.1. Classical approaches

Roughly, the classical algorithms are divided into six sub-
categories: global thresholding, local thresholding, iterative
pixel classification, edge detection, template matching and
stochastic relaxation.

3.1.1. Global thresholding
Global thresholding has been widely used for segmen-

tation [39,42,43,46]. The global thresholding technique is
based on the global information, such as the histogram.
Since the masses are brighter than the surrounding tissues, it
makes thresholding a useful method for segmentation. The
regions with abnormalities impose the extra peaks on his-
togram while a healthy region has only a single peak. After a
global thresholding value is attained, the objects can be sep-
arated from the background. Methods depending only on the
global thresholding are not good to identify ROIs. Because
mammograms are the 2D projections of the 3D breasts, the
regions of overlapping tissues including three kinds of tis-
sues: a fat region, a fatty and glandular region and a dense
region, may be brighter than the masses. The output of the
global thresholding is mainly used as an input to the next
step in most of systems.

3.1.2. Local thresholding
Local thresholding (LT) can refine the results of global

thresholding or identify suspicious areas. LT is better for
mass detection than global thresholding, because a local
threshold value is determined locally for each pixel based
on the intensity values of the surrounding pixels. Two vari-
ables of the local thresholding should be considered: the
window size and thresholding value [47,48]. However, LT is
a pixel-based operation and cannot accurately separate pix-
els into the suitable sets, and an adaptive clustering process
is used to refine the result attained from the localized adap-
tive thresholding [44]. LT is also used as pre-processing for
other algorithms, such as Markov random field [45].

3.1.3. Iterative pixel classification
There are three kinds of segmentation methods based on

pixel classification: Markov random field (MRF) or Gibbs
random field (GRF), region growing, and region clustering.

(1) MRF/GRF. The algorithms based on MRF/GRF
for segmentation of mammograms have been studied
[45,49–52,194]. MRFs/GRFs are statistical methods and
powerful modeling tools [45,49–52]. A common criterion
for MRF is to estimate a function of maximum a posteriori
(MAP), i.e., to maximize the posterior distribution of the
segmented image X,

XMAP = arg max
x

{p(X = x|Y = y)} .

However, it is impractical to obtain the maximum value due
to the high computational complexity. There are two cate-
gories of algorithms to estimate MAP functions: stochastic

methods such as simulated annealing (SA), and determinis-
tic methods such as iterated conditional modes (ICM) [45].

A modified Markov random field (MRF) model-based
method was employed for segmenting mammogram images
[45,49–52]. The algorithm uses the statistical properties of
the pixel and its neighbors. The probability mass function
pX(x) is defined as [52]

pX(x) = 1

z
exp

⎛
⎝−

∑
{r,s}∈C

�t (xr , xs) −
∑

{r}∈C

�xr

⎞
⎠ ,

where the texture class label X is an MRF with a four nearest
neighborhood system, z is a normalized constant, C is the
collection of cliques, � and �xr

are the parameters of MRF
model, and

t (xr , xs) =
{

1 xr = xs,

0 otherwise,

Ref. [52] claimed that when � = 2, and if �xr
is suitably

chosen, the algorithm will be reliable to classify pixels.
A method based on the discrete wavelet transform (DWT)

and multiresolution Markov random field (MMRF) to
segment the suspicious regions is studied [53–56]. They
employed different wavelet mother functions. The
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm was used to
evaluate the segmentation result [55,57]. The free-response
receiver operating characteristic (FROC) curves to compare
DWT with MRF methods was given in [58]. It claimed that
the better results were obtained using DWT method than
using MRF method.

Two statistical models based on the features of abnor-
malities are introduced [59]. In the Spatial Planar model,
the background texture is characterized using a parametric
model and the abnormalities were considered as the dis-
turbance in the background texture and correspond to a
low probability level. This approach suppressed the back-
ground texture while emphasizing the abnormalities. It finds
the abnormalities with fewer false positives, but distorts the
shapes detected. Another one is based on the Gibbs model,
in which finding the abnormalities is considered as a statis-
tical restoration of a noisy image. Both methods used joint
probability distribution of an image to simultaneously es-
timate a smoothed version of the image and a binary im-
age indicating the presence or absence of the abnormalities.
They concluded that the abnormalities with few false posi-
tives were extracted when a spatial detector was applied, but
the shapes of the detected objects were untrustworthy; while
the shapes were better attained when GRF was applied.

(2) Region growing. Region growing is one of the popu-
lar techniques for segmenting masses in digitized mammo-
grams. The basic idea of the algorithm is to find a set of
seed pixels in the image first, and then to grow iteratively
and aggregate with the pixels that have similar properties. If
the region is not growing any more, then the grown region
and surrounding region are obtained. Region growing may
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Table 4
Region growing techniques

Preprocessing Advantage Disadvantage Refs.

Simple graphical seed-filling 1. Contrast stretching Simple and easy to implement Does not work well if no obvious
peaks [22,60,62,190]

2. Histogram equalization
3. Fixed-neighborhood statistical
enhancement
4. Convolution mask enhance-
ment
5. ANCE

Adaptive thresholding 1. Region partition Able to remove speckle noise Very time-consuming
[63,64]

2. Automatic seed selection
Probabilistic method and ra-
dial gradient index (RGI)-based
method

A Gaussian function
h(x, y)=f (x, y)N(x, y;�x ,

�y ,�2
c )a to do lesion

segmentation

If the mass region fits the Gaus-
sian distribution, these two meth-
ods work well

Discrete contour model is bet-
ter than this probabilistic method,
RGI-based method is sensitive to
noise

[65–68]

Adaptive region growing 1. Select an initial seed point Reduce some noise Very time-consuming
[66,69,70]

2. Define cutoff factor, mean and
standard deviation
3. Define local window size

ah(x, y) is the multiplication of the original ROI with the constraint function, N(x, y;�x ,�y ,�2
c ) is a circular normal distribution centered at (�x ,�y)

with variance �2
c .

Table 5
Comparison of region growing and region clustering

Algorithms Region growing Region clustering

Need a start point Yes No
Need prior information Yes No
Is an iterative process Yes Yes
Require update/stop function Yes Yes

be applied globally or locally. If the grown region of a seed
has an average intensity greater than that of the surround-
ing, the region is classified as the parenchyma, or fat, tissue.
The accuracy reaches 90% for classifying the tissue patterns
[48]. The key issue of region growing is to find a criterion
that checks whether the gray level values of its neighbors are
within a specified deviation from the seed. The performance
of the algorithm depends on the enhancement method, i.e.,
the algorithm will get a better result if a better enhancement
method is applied. Adaptive neighborhood contrast enhance-
ment (ANCE) method was applied to enhance the images
before region growing [62]. Another key issue of region
growing is to find the suitable seeds. An automatic seed se-
lection was introduced [63]. There are three parts in mam-
mograms: a fat region, a fatty and glandular region, and a
dense region. According to the intensity values and local
contrast between a seed pixel and its neighbors in the three
partitions, three sets of seed pixels are selected from the par-
titioned regions. Then a region growing process was applied
for segmentation [64]. The advantages/disadvantages of the
methods based on region growing technique are summarized
in Table 4.

(3) Region clustering. Region clustering and region
growing are very similar. Region clustering searches the re-
gion directly without any prior information as described in
Table 5.

The K-means algorithm is a well-known clustering pro-
cedure. An adaptive clustering algorithm for segmentation
was introduced [71] to overcome two problems of the K-
means algorithm: the lack of spatial constraints and the
assumption of constant intensity in each cluster. The perfor-
mance is better than K-means algorithm with/without spatial
constraints, and better than region growing techniques. The
adaptive clustering to refine the segmentation was also stud-
ied [44]. It employed the localized adaptive thresholding, a
pixel-based operation, to partition a mammogram into two
classes, and then for each pixel to update the segmentation
and the confidence estimate based on the intensity values
of its neighbors. A clustering algorithm was used for fully
automated segmentation [72,73]. Similar to region growing
technique, [74] used a pixel-by-pixel K-means clustering
method [75–77] for initial mass segmentation. The cluster-
ing process separates one or more disjoint objects within the
ROIs, which were filled, grown in a local neighborhood, and
eroded and dilated by morphological operators.

3.1.4. Edge detection
Edge detection is a traditional method for image segmen-

tation. There are a lot of operators, Roberts gradient, Sobel
gradient [78], Prewitt gradient, Laplacian operator, etc. The
combined edge detection method was developed in [79] to
increase accuracy. A summary and comparison of different
segmentation techniques is described in Table 6.
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Table 6
Edge detection techniques

Edge detection Description Refs.
techniques

DWCE It is used in two stages, first applies it globally to isolate the suspected area, then
uses it locally to refine the segmentation. It is in conjunction with LoG filter [16,58,80,81]

Logic filter It is a nonlinear filter, and logic operators AND, OR and XOR are used. The
concrete logic expressions depend on the prior information, and the filter structure
influences the results

[82–85]

Iris filter It is an adaptive filter. It is applied locally
[86,87]

Gaussian filter ROIs are highlighted by a DOG filter. It can reduce number of FPs
[88–90]

Deformable models It is a contour or interface which after initialization moves according to its local
properties and the priori information of the object. It is good in finding the
contour of the suspected area. The performance may depend on the initialization

[65,68,92,93,95,201,202]

(1) Density-weighted contrast enhancement (DWCE). The
main purpose of the DWCE method is to enhance the struc-
tures within the mammogram to make the edge detection
algorithm able to detect the boundaries of the objects [16].
DWCE filter in conjunction with Laplacian–Gaussian (LoG)
filter for segmenting suspicious mass regions was studied
[16,58,80]. DWCE was employed in two stages, first, glob-
ally to enhance the contrast and uses LoG to isolate the
objects, and then locally to each of the segmented objects
to refine the segmentation. Ref. [81] evaluated a modified
DWCE in combination with a texture classification scheme.

(2) Logic filter. A nonlinear filter, logic filter, was intro-
duced [82,83]. The logic operators of AND, OR and XOR
are used, and the concrete logic expressions depend on ap-
plications. Label the window structure as the following,

a b

c [D]
Here a, b, c, and D are four pixels and [ ] is the center of
the structure. The logic filter is defined as

D = (D XOR b)OR(D XOR c)

A modified logic filter [84,85] detects the existence of the
edge in all possible directions:

D = (D XOR a)OR(D XOR b)OR(D XOR c)

A median filter is employed before the logic filter to remove
noise, and then a thresholding value is determined via the
histogram to find the edge of the tumor. It successfully de-
tected a test set of 25 sample mammograms [84]. However,
the quality of the mammograms directly affects the results.

(3) Iris filter. An adaptive filter, iris filter, to extract ROIs
in digital mammograms was studied [86,87]. After using
the iris filter, the area of a tumor candidate is estimated
by a simple thresholding, and then a snake algorithm (we
introduce the snake algorithm in the following subsection)
is employed to find the approximate boundary of the tumor
candidate.

(4) Gaussian filter. A model-based vision (MBV) algo-
rithm was used to obtain ROIs and classify the masses [88].

The targets of the algorithm are to reduce the rate of FPs, to
extract the features from ROI’s, and to match these features
with those truth models. ROIs were highlighted by a differ-
ence of Gaussian (DoG) filter. DoG comes from Laplacian
of the Gaussian (LoG), and because of computational rea-
sons, LoG is implemented as DoG [89,90]. The DoG mask
is as follows:

h(x, y) = 1

2��2
1

e−(
x2+y2

)
/2�2

1 − 1

2��2
2

e−(
x2+y2

)
/2�2

2 .

Applying Fourier transform to the above formula,

H(fx, fy) = e−√
2��2

1(f
2
x +f 2

y ) − e
−√

2��2
12

(
f 2

x +f 2
y

)
.

A good edge detector should satisfy the following conditions
[91]: (1) low error probability of marking non-edge pixels
and losing edge pixels; (2) edge pixels should be as near as
possible to the real edge; (3) the boundary width should be
one pixel.

(5) Deformable models. A deformable model is a con-
tour or interface which after initialization moves according
to its local properties, such as boundary, internal constrains,
and also the priori information of the object [201]. The de-
formable models can be generally categorized as the implicit
models and explicit models. They were introduced in [202].
The deformable models [94] attracted the attention due to its
two dimensional model, snake, also known as “deformable
contour model”. Snake is good in finding the contours of
the interested regions; it employs an energy minimization
method to find the contour. The algorithm to improve the
detection quality of the closed edges was introduced in [92].
A fast algorithm for finding active contours was developed
in [93] that improved the active contour algorithm and saved
the computational time. A discrete contour algorithm was
studies in [68,95], which is fast and robust to detect the
boundaries, and it was used for mass segmentation in mam-
mograms [65]. The internal force is determined by the lo-
cal shape and the goal is to minimize the local curvature.
The high internal force makes the contours smooth. The ex-
ternal force is based on the image gradient magnitude. The
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larger value of the external force yields more variable bound-
aries. Another contour model, the discrete dynamic contour
model, which was used to discriminate malignant masses
from normal tissue, was discussed in [96]. An implicit de-
formable model, Geodesic deformable models, is studied
in [201].

The level set method was studied in [199], it is often used
in the deformable model. The level set approach is widely
used in medical image analysis [200]. To our knowledge,
the level set is still not used for the segmentation of masses,
however, it may be a good potential research topic.

3.1.5. Template matching
Template matching is one of the most common approaches

for medical image segmentation. This method uses the prior
information of mammograms, and segments possible masses
from the background using the prototypes. The prototypes
of possible masses are created based on the characteris-
tics or physical features of the targeted masses [18,207], or
based on the two-dimensional search function [97]. When
the priori information about the size of the masses is not
available, a range of sizes for the templates is used [1].
The matching criterion is measured by the least square tech-
nique [97] or by a cross correlation coefficient of the tem-
plate [18,75]. The sub-regions that match the templates will
produce high coefficients whereas the sub-regions that do
not match will produce low coefficients. Incorporating ad-
ditional pre-processing methods, it can make the process
more efficient [76]. Template matching results in a large
set of possible masses, a majority of which are FPs. The
adaptive thresholding technique may fail to find suspicious
masses with a partial loss, while Ref. [98] proposed a tem-
plate matching algorithm that can solve the problem by us-
ing the similarity. The similarity was calculated for all ROIs
with a partial loss to improve the performance of template
matching.

3.1.6. Stochastic relaxation
An unsupervised segmentation method with an evidential

constrained optimization method was studied [101]. It aimed
to detect all different lesions. The method performs unsu-
pervised partitioning to segment the image into homoge-
nous regions by using ‘generic labels’. It uses a constrained
stochastic relaxation algorithm for building an optimal la-
bel map to separate tissues and suspicious areas. An eviden-
tial disparity function estimates the feature similarity of two
blocks of pixels and realizes the partitioning.

A modified contextual Bayesian relaxation labeling
(CBRL) algorithm was developed to segment possible
masses [102]. The method creates a finite generalized
Gaussian mixture (FGGM) probability density function
using statistical modeling, and FGGM is a good model
when the image features are unknown [14]. The expecta-
tion maximization (EM) algorithm is employed to estimate
the FGGM model parameters. It performed pixel labeling

Table 7
Results using bilateral image subtraction technique

Verified TP masses Average suspected
masses cases detected in a set regions per image

Before After
feature analysis feature analysis

152 144 (95%) 21.4 11.0

using the CBRL algorithm. A statistical model based on a
finite generalized Gaussian mixture was used to localize the
possible mass areas using a stochastic relaxation labeling
scheme. Abnormalities in the mammograms may be con-
sidered as the disturbance or noise to the background and
their probability can be estimated.

3.2. Fuzzy technique

Because the contrast in mammograms is very low and
the boundary between normal tissue and tumors is unclear,
the traditional segmentation methods might not work well.
Fuzzy logical has been introduced for segmenting suspicious
masses [99]. The algorithm first assigns a fuzzy membership
value to each pixel, and then an error value is calculated in
iteration and the fuzzy membership is updated [100]. Effects
of the neighboring pixels are also considered in the update
rules. The algorithms stops when a zero error is reached,
indicating that each pixel was assigned to either the bright or
dark region, i.e., the mass region or background region. It has
been proved that fuzzy set theory coupled with texture-based
algorithms was very useful for the classification of masses
[100]. There are basically two kinds of fuzzy methods: fuzzy
thresholding and fuzzy region clustering or growing.

3.2.1. Fuzzy thresholding
Classical (global/local) thresholding techniques try to seg-

ment ROIs, but the techniques are only effective for the
objects with clear boundaries. A few methods with fuzzy
thresholding are proposed for solving this problem. A mem-
bership value is assigned for each pixel in an image by a
fuzzy membership function, and then an iterative process is
applied, the error value is calculated, and the fuzzy mem-
bership values are updated by an update rule [99,103].

3.2.2. Fuzzy region growing
Classical region growing technique tries to precisely de-

fine ROIs, but it is difficult to find a criterion because most
malignant tumors with fuzzy boundaries extend from a dense
core region to the surrounding tissues. The fuzzy approach
is studied. Firstly, a fuzzy membership value for each pixel
is defined by a fuzzy membership function; secondly, a
starting point within the ROI is chosen; thirdly, an itera-
tive process is executed: a few control parameters are com-
puted, and the fuzzy membership values are updated; finally,
after de-fuzzifying the membership values, the pixels with
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the same value of the starting point consist of a ROI. This
step guaranties the stability of the algorithm. It proposed a
new concept of acceptance with restriction, and the algo-
rithm is more stable than the classic region growing. Con-
trol parameters �� max, �CV max and � were employed
[104,105]. Here the coefficient of variation (CoV) is defined
as the standard deviation divided by the mean, i.e., V =�/�.
Their experiments show that fuzzy region growing can at-
tain very good results for segmentation.

3.3. Bilateral image subtraction

The bilateral image subtraction technique [106–112,191]
is used to determine the suspicious regions. It is also called
the asymmetry approach [109,110]. It is based on the normal
symmetry between the left and right breasts. The algorithm
consists of the following steps:

(1) Alignment of the left and right breast images: first,
the breast border and the nipple position are located. The
registration procedure uses them to determine the relative
spatial transforms to align the two breast images.

(2) Asymmetry detection: asymmetry between the left and
right breast images is detected using bilateral image sub-
traction. First, pairs of the thresholded left and right images
are obtained at various intensity levels. Second, the differ-
ences of each pair of images are detected using a subtrac-
tion of the left and right images. In the left and right breast
images, the regions where the differences appeared in the
subtracted image can be located as the suspicious regions.
Many suspicious regions can be identified using the bilateral
image subtraction technique. Some of them may not be true
masses. To reduce the number of FPs, the feature-analysis
techniques are needed. First, various features: the bright-
ness, roughness, size, and shape of the suspicious region are
considered. Then, the suspicious regions are classified using
these features. Table 7 illustrates the results using bilateral
image subtraction technique [106]. However, the source of
the database was not given.

This technique can be used in an automated mass detec-
tion system, and can reduce the suspicious regions while
the true positive regions are detected. But, there are two
main disadvantages. First, the left and right breast mam-
mograms are not always symmetry because of different im-
age acquisition, orientation, and compression. Second, the
asymmetry method cannot remove the FPs and classify the
true positive regions into benign and malignant masses. It
only provides the clues in extracting features for further
processing.

3.4. Multiscale technique

Multiscale techniques were applied to segment the sus-
picious areas, and they can improve the detection rate. Tu-
mors with the radii between 2 and 30 mm can be detected
in different scales [89,90,106]. Discrete wavelet transform

(DWT) is a powerful mathematical tool for image analy-
sis, and DWT is one of the multiscale techniques. Adaptive
and multi-scale processing for improving segmentation was
studied [44]. It used DWT to decompose the features and
used multi-scale representation to process mammograms,
and then segmented ROIs with an adaptive method. Gradi-
ent operators were used to determine the line orientations.
The shortcoming of the gradient operators for estimating
the lines is that it cannot obtain the central part of the
lines, and a multiscale line-based orientation map was ap-
plied to resolve this problem [89] and to detect stellate dis-
tortions in mammograms. [113] introduced a method based
on wavelets for extracting the suspicious areas according
to their shapes. [114,115] considered the shapes of suspi-
cious areas were not enough for classification, and proposed
a DWT method to analyze the contributing factors of the
scale in the discriminating area shapes after these areas are
extracted.

4. Feature extraction and selection

The third stage of mass detection by CAD (computer-
aided diagnosis) schemes is the feature extraction and
selection. The features can be calculated from the ROI char-
acteristics such as the size, shape, density, and smoothness
of borders, etc. [116]. The feature space is very large and
complex due to the wide diversity of the normal tissues
and the variety of the abnormalities. Only some of them
are significant. Using excessive features may degrade the
performance of the algorithm and increase the complexity
of the classifier. Some redundant features should be re-
moved to improve the performance of the classifier. Ref.
[192] made an investigation of the feature-analysis tech-
niques for extracting features from mammograms. [117]
demonstrated that the performance of ANN (artificial neu-
ral network) and BBN (Bayesian belief network) can come
to the same level in detecting masses with the same fea-
tures from the same mammographic database. The feature
extraction and selection is a key step in mass detection
since the performance of CAD depends more on the op-
timization of the feature selection than the classification
method.

Feature selection is the process of selecting an optimum
subset of features from the enormous potential features avail-
able in a given problem domain after the image segmen-
tation [103]. According to what features are selected, the
feature space can be divided into three sub-spaces: inten-
sity features, geometric features, and texture features. The
typical features sorted by the sub-spaces are summarized
in Table 8. The general guidelines to select significant fea-
tures mainly include four considerations [118]: Discrimina-
tion, Reliability, Independence, and Optimality. The feature
extraction and selection processes for mass detection can
base on the principle component analysis [2], linear discrim-
inate analysis [61,74], and GA algorithm [117,119,120]. [3]
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proposed recursive functions to calculate the features and
significantly reduced the complexity of the feature extrac-
tion. Some features that are not listed in the Table 8 were
discussed in [122,123].

4.1. Intensity features

This kind of features is the simplest among the three sub-
spaces, and most of them are the simple statistics [132]. The
feature FI1 is the contrast measure of the suspicious region.
Generally, it is the difference between the average gray level
of the ROI and the average gray level of the surrounding
region. The features FI2–FI5 are the statistics pertinent to
the moments. FI6 is a set of features consisted of the third-
order normalized Zernike moments [126].

4.2. Shape features

The shape features are also called the morphological or
geometric features. These kinds of features are based on
the shapes of ROIs. Almost twenty significant shape features
are extracted in a variety of classifiers [70,118,124,129–131,
133–139,141,142,193]. The first eleven features are directly
calculated from the boundaries and areas of ROIs. Six
of them are the statistics based on the distribution of the
normalized radial length (NRL). The last four features are
statistics based on the distribution of the normalized chord
length (NCL). FG1 is obtained by applying the radial edge-
gradient analysis technique within various neighborhoods
of the grown regions to quantitate the margin speculation
of a mass [137]. FG2 is the magnitude of the average gra-
dient along the margin of the mass [124]. It can be used to
evaluate the degree of the mass spiculation. The method to
calculate the features FG3–FG8 is described [70]. FG9 has
the ability to measure density variations across the bound-
aries of ROIs and can help to decide whether the tumor is
benign or malignant [141]. FG10 is a shape factor indepen-
dent of the pixel intensity [138,141]. FG11 is a set of seven
features that are pertinent to the second- and third-order
central invariant moments [138,141]. FG12 is based on the
Fourier transform of the object boundary sequence [131].
The features FG13–FG18 are the statistics based on the nor-
malized radial length (NRL) distribution. The radial length
of a point on the tumor boundary is the Euclidean distance
from this point to the mass centroid, whose co-ordinates
are the average of the co-ordinates of all the points on the
mass boundary. The NRL distribution is a set of data, each
of which is normalized by dividing the maximum radial
length. The mathematical definitions of these six features
can be found in [70,135]. The features FG19–FG22 are the
statistics based on the normalized chord length (NCL) dis-
tribution [138,141,174]. The definition of the NCL is similar
to the NRL. The difference between them is the definition

of the length. The chord length is defined as the Euclidean
distance of a pair of points on the tumor boundary.

4.3. Textural features

The third feature subspace is based on the texture. All the
features can be grouped into three classes based on what
they are derived from: SGLD-based features, GLDS-based
features, and RLS-based features. FT1–FT14 are based on
the spatial gray level dependence (SGLD) matrices, or gray-
level co-occurrence (GCM) matrices. SGLD matrices are
used to measure the texture-context information. It is a 2-D
histogram. An element of the SGLD matrix P(i, j, d, �) is
defined as the joint probability that the gray levels i and j

occur separated by distanced d and along direction � of the
image. In order to simplify the computational complexity
of the algorithm, the � is often given as 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, and
135◦, and the distance d is often defined as the Manhattan or
city block distance. The element P(i, j, d, �) of the SGLD
matrix can be expressed as

P(i, j, d, 0◦) = ||{((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) , |x2 − x1| = d,

y2 − y1 = 0}‖ ,

P(i, j, d, 45◦) = ‖{((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) , (x2 − x1 = d,

y2 − y1 = −d) or (x2 − x1 = −d,

y2 − y1 = d)}‖ ,

P(i, j, d, 90◦) = ‖{((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) , x2 − x1 = 0,

|y2 − y1| = d}‖ ,

P(i, j, d, 135◦) = ‖{((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) , (x2 − x1 = d,

y2 − y1 = d) or (x2 − x1 = −d,

y2 − y1 = −d)}‖ ,

where I (x, y) is the intensity value of the pixel at the posi-
tion (x, y), I (x1, y1) = i, I (x2, y2) = j , and ‖S‖ the num-
ber of the elements in the set S. Features FT1–FT14 can be
extracted from the SGLD matrices with different distance
d and direction �. The image on which the SGLD matrices
are calculated can be ROIs, or the rubber-band straighten-
ing transform (RBST) image of the ROIs. The RBST image
is described in Fig. 2. It constructs a new image by trans-
forming a band of pixels surrounding the mass onto the 2D
spatial domain. Based on RBST image, two kinds of tex-
ture features were obtained [119,131,147]. The GLDS-based
features FT15–FT18 [147,158] are extracted from the gray
level difference statistics (GLDS) vector of an image [149].
The GLDS vector is the histogram of the absolute differ-
ence of pixel pairs separated by a given displacement vector
� = (�x, �y), where I�(x, y) = |I (x + �x) − I (y + �y)|,
and �x and �y are integers. An element of GLDS vector
p�(i) can be computed by counting the number of times each
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Table 8
The features

Sub-spaces Feature descriptions

Intensity features FI1: contrast measure of ROIs [70,118,121,124,128,129];
FI2: Average grey level of ROIs (Mean) [3,124,136];
FI3: standard derivation inside ROIs or variance [3,118,124,129,204];
FI4: skewness of ROIs [3];
FI5: kurtosis of ROIs [3];
FI6: A set of features composed of third-order normalized Zernike moments [125–127];

Shape features FG1: Margin spiculation [124,136,137,142];
FG2: Margin sharpness [124,136,142];
FG3: Area measure [70,118,131,204];
FG4: Circularity measure [70,118,131,134,135,204];
FG5: Convexity [70,131];
FG6: Rectangularity [70,131];
FG7: perimeter [70,131];
FG8: Perimeter-to-area ratio [70,131,138,141];
FG9: Acutance measure [133,141];
FG10: A shape factor MF1.3 [138,141];
FG11: A set of seven low-order, central invariant moments[138,141];
FG12: Fourier descriptor [131,138,141];
NRL features:

FG13: NRL boundary roughness [118,135];
FG14: NRL mean [70,118,129,131,134,135];
FG15: NRL entropy [70,131,134,135];
FG16: NRL area ratio [70,131,134,135];
FG17: NRL standard deviation [70,118,131,134,135];
FG18: NRL zero crossing count [70,131,134,135];

NCL features:
FG19: NCL mean [138,141,174];
FG20: NCL variance [138,141,174];
FG21: NCL skewness [138,141,174];
FG22: NCL kurtosis [138,141,174];

Texture features SGLD features:
FT1: energy measure (OR angular second moment) [70,118,119,121,128,130,131,133,140,143–146];
FT2: correlation of co-occurrence matrix [70,118,119,121,128–131,133,140,143–147,158];
FT3: inertia of co-occurrence matrix [70,118,119,121,128,130,131,140,143,144,146];
FT4: entropy of co-occurrence matrix [70,119,121,128,130,131,133,140,143,144,146,147,158];
FT5: difference moment [118,119,121,130,133,144,146];
FT6: inverse difference moment [70,118,119,121,128,131,133,140,143,144,146];
FT7: sum average [70,118,119,128,130,131,140,143,144,146];
FT8: sum entropy [70,118,119,128,130,131,140,143,144,146];
FT9: difference entropy [70,118,119,128,130,131,140,143,144,146];
FT10: sum variance [70,128,131,143];
FT11: difference variance [70,128,131,143];
FT12: difference average [70,128,131,143];
FT13: information measure of correlation 1 [70,128,131,143];
FT14: information measure of correlation 2 [70,128,131,143];

GLDS features:
FT15: contrast [147,148,158];
FT16: Angular second moment [147,148,158];
FT17: entropy [147,148,158];
FT18: mean [147,148,158];

RLS features:
FT19: short runs emphasis [119,130,131,148];
FT20: long runs emphasis [119,130,131,148];
FT21: grey-level non-uniformity [119,130,131,148];
FT22: run length non-uniformity [119,130,131,148];
FT23: run percentage [119,130,131,148]
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Fig. 2. The boundary pixels are mapped to the first row and the pixels
on a normal line are mapped to a column of the RBST image [119].

value of I�(x, y) occurs. In practice, the displacement vector
� = (�x, �y) is usually selected to have a phase of value as
0◦, 45◦, 90◦, or 135◦ to obtain the oriented texture features.
The run length statistics (RLS) features FT19–FT22 of the
RBST image are the inputs to the classifiers [119,131,142].
For a given image, it can compute a RLS matrix R� in a given
direction � [149]. A gray level run is a set of consecutive,
collinear pixels with the same gray level value. The run
length is the number of pixels in a given direction. The
matrix element R�(i, j) represents the frequency of the run
length j of gray level i in the direction �.

4.4. Feature selection

Features extracted from the gray level characteristics,
shape, and texture of the lesion and the surrounding tissue
can usually be expressed as a mathematical description, and
are helpful for a classifier to distinguish masses as malignant
or benign. But, it is very difficult to predict which feature
or feature combinations will achieve better classification
rate. Generally, different feature combinations will result in
different performance. In addition, relatively few features
used in a classifier can keep the classification performance
robust [150]. Therefore, one often faces with the task of
selecting an optimized subset of features from a large num-
ber of available features. Two major methods for feature
selection have been employed for CAD in mammography.

4.4.1. Stepwise feature selection
A common method to reduce the number of the features

and obtain the best feature set is known as feature selection
with stepwise linear discriminant analysis, or stepwise fea-
ture selection [76,77,119,140,151–155]. Stepwise feature
selection is a heuristic procedure using statistical techniques
based on Fisher’s linear discriminant. At the beginning, the
selected feature pool is empty. At each step followed, one

available feature is input into or removed from the selected
feature pool by analyzing its effect on a selection criterion.
The discriminant analysis in the SPSS (Statistical Pack-
age for Social Sciences) software provides five selection
criteria [151,155]: (1) the minimization of Wilks’ lambda,
(2) the minimization of unexplained variance, (3) the max-
imization of the between-class F statistic value, (4) the
maximization of Mahalanobis distance, and (5) the maxi-
mization of Lawley-Hotelling trace. Most studies in mass
detection [77,119,152–155] employed the minimization of
Wilks’ lambda as the selection criterion, which is defined
as the ratio of within-group sum of squares to the total sum
of squares [156]. Refs. [140,151] test all available selection
criteria. A set of 340 features is reduced to 41 features with
the stepwise feature selection [119].

4.4.2. Genetic algorithm (GA)
Another common method to select an optimized subset

of features is genetic algorithms (GAs), which are adap-
tive heuristic search algorithms based on the principles of
Darwinian evolution. In particular, GAs work very well
on mixed combinatorial problems. However, they might be
computationally expensive.

The possible solutions of the problem must be represented
as chromosomes. The GA then creates a population of solu-
tions based on the chromosomes and evolves the solutions by
applying genetic operators such as mutation and crossover
to find best solution(s) based on the predefined fitness func-
tion. The application of GA-based feature selection to mass
detection has been studied [77,117,119,120,152,155,157].
The GA method with different fitness functions can reduce
a set of 340 features to 39–62 features [119].

5. Classification

Once the features related to masses are extracted and
selected, the features are input into a classifier to clas-
sify the detected suspicious areas into normal tissues,
benign masses, or malignant masses. Classifiers such as
the linear discriminants (LDA) and artificial neural net-
work (ANN) have performed well in mass classification
[76–78,80,81,117,118,120,147,158,159]. Tables 9 and 10
show the major classifiers and classifiers’ combinations for
mass classification.

5.1. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA)

LDA is a traditional method for classification [161,162].
The main idea of this method is to construct the decision
boundaries directly by optimizing the error criterion to sep-
arate the classes of objects. If there are n classes, and linear
discriminant analysis classifies the observations as the fol-
lowing n linear functions:

gi(x) = WT
i · x − ci, 1� i�n,
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Table 9
Classifiers for mass detection

Classifier Description Feature used Advantage Disadvantage

LDA [72,74,81,131,134,142,
143,155]

Construct decision bound-
aries by optimizing certain
criteria to classify cases into
one of mutually exclusive
classes

Texture features, shape fea-
tures, morphological, and
spiculation features

High performance
for linear separable problem

Poor at adaptability, not on-
line learning. Poor for non-
linear separable data

(ANNs)
[2,3,73,96,115,124,128,136,
144,147,160,163–166,193,
203–206,170]

Construct non-linear mapping
function as a decision bound-
ary. Two kinds of ANNs were
used: the three-layer back-
propagation neural network
and the Radial Basis Function
(RBF) network

Texture features, shape fea-
tures, wavelet-based features,
peak-related and contour-
related features

Robustness, no rule or
explicit expression is
needed, widely applicable

No common rules to de-
termine the size of ANNs,
long training time, over
training, not easy to explain
why do they work

Bayesian network
[78,117,120,168]

A probabilistic approach to
estimate the class conditional
probability density functions
for background and tumor

50 local and four global fea-
tures

Priori information can
be easily incorporated into
statistical models

Need to construct model
and estimate the corre-
sponding parameters

Binary decision tree
[42,44,45,53,54,90]

A binary decision tree re-
cursively using a threshold
to separate mammogram data
into two classes each time

Intensity features, shape fea-
tures, texture features

Low complexity Accuracy depends fully on
the design of the decision
tree and the features

Table 10
Classifier combinations for mass classification

Classifier combination Description Examples

Parallel architecture All the classifiers are independent and their results
are combined by a combiner

In [125,127], five different classifiers: multivariate Gaussian
classifier (MVG), radial basis function (RBF), Q-vector me-
dian (QVM), 1-nearest neighbour (1NN) and hyperspheric
Parzen windows (PZN) combine to detect the masses

Cascading architecture All the classifiers invoke in a sequence. For efficiency,
inaccurate but cheap classifiers are used first, followed
by more accurate and expensive classifiers

In [80,81], a threshold classifier followed LDA and BPN
classifiers. [153,154] proposed a new cascade classifier
ART2LDA combining an unsupervised classifier ART2 and a
supervised classifier based on LDA to improve classification
performance

Hierarchical architecture Individual classifiers are combined into a tree struc-
ture, and each node is associated with a classifier

In [42], the first level associated with deterministic classi-
fication and the area feature, and the rest three levels used
Bayesian classifier and other types of features, such as shape
descriptor, edge distance variation descriptor and edge inten-
sity variation

where WT
i is the transpose of a coefficient vector, x is a

feature vector and ci is a constant as the threshold. The val-
ues of WT

i and ci are determined through the analysis of a
training set. Once the values of WT

i and ci are determined,
they can be used to classify the new observations. The ob-
servation is abnormal if gi(x) is positive, otherwise it is nor-
mal. In [134], 60 mammographic masses were classified into
three classes: stellate, nodular, and round by LDA. Seven
traditional uniresolution shape features and three multireso-
lution shape features were used to classify with the result of
100% classification rate for the stellate masses, 70% for the
nodular masses, and 80% for the round masses. By using
the multiresolutional features, the overall classification rates
were increased from 72% to 83%. In [74], a classifier using
the stepwise feature selection and linear discriminant anal-
ysis was trained and tested on two sets of features (morpho-
logical and spiculation features) that were extracted using

the machine segmentation and radiologist segmentation, re-
spectively. The area AZ under the ROC curve was 0.89 and
0.88, respectively.

5.2. Artificial neural networks (ANNs)

ANNs are the collection of mathematical models that im-
itate the properties of biological nervous system and the
functions of adaptive biological learning. They are made
of many processing elements that are highly interconnected
together with the weighted links that are similar to the
synapses. Unlike linear discriminants, ANNs usually use
non-linear mapping functions as decision boundaries. The
advantage of ANNs is their capability of self-learning, and
often suitable to solve the problems that are too complex to
use the conventional techniques, or hard to find algorithmic
solutions.
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It includes an input layer, an output layer and one or
more hidden layers between them. Depending on the weight
values of w(j, i) and w(k, j), the inputs are either ampli-
fied or weakened to obtain the solution in the best way.
The weights are determined by training the ANN using the
known samples. There are mainly two types of ANN classi-
fiers for masses: the three-layer backpropagation neural net-
work [2,144,163–166] and the radial basis function (RBF)
network [2,3]. Generally, a known database of mammo-
grams, including the selected features and the desire results,
is selected to train the ANN. After the weights are deter-
mined, the ANN is ready to classify the masses. Ref. [2]
used these two classifiers to classify 144 breast images from
the MIAS database [http://www.wiau.man.ac.uk/services/
MIAS/MIASmini.html]. They compared the results using
different ANNs. The recognition rates are 65% using the
RBF network, and 72% using the three-layer backpropaga-
tion neural network [2]. The average Az value of 0.72 as the
result of the three-layer backpropagation neural network is
also better than 0.70 as the result of the RBF network.

5.3. Bayesian network

Bayesian network uses a probabilistic approach to deter-
mine an optimal classification for a given database. A BBN
builds an “acyclic” graph in which the nodes represent the
features variables, and connections between nodes represent
direct probabilistic influences between the variables [167].
Each variable must have at least two discrete states and each
state is associated with a probability value. For each node,
the total of the probability values for all states equals 1.
If there is no path between any two nodes, it indicates the
probabilistic independence of two variables.

Bayesian classifier minimizes the total average loss [168].
A two-level hierarchical scheme consisting of Bayesian clas-
sifiers for each level is used to classify the masses [78]. The
first level discriminates the speculated masses from the non-
spiculated masses. The second level differentiates the masses
with fuzzy areas from the masses with a well defined edge
among the nonspiculated masses. In [117,120], a common
database and the same genetic algorithm were used to opti-
mize both the Bayesian belief network and neural network.
The results show that the performance of the two techniques
converged to the same level, hence, it concluded that the
performance of CAD systems might be more dependent on
feature selection and training database than on a particular
classifier [117,120].

5.4. Binary decision tree

A binary decision tree recursively divides the feature space
into two subspaces by selecting a threshold to separate input
data into two classes each time. An ordered list of binary
threshold operations on the features is organized as a tree.
Each node has a threshold associating with one or more

features to divide the data into its two descendents. The
process stops when it only contains patterns of one class.
Comparing with neural networks, the decision tree approach
is much simpler and faster. In [53,54], after the mammogram
was segmented into regions with different gray levels and
features, a binary decision tree was used to classify the ROIs
into the unsuspicious and suspicious classes.

Fuzzy logic can improve the performance of decision tree
[44,45]. Fuzzy subset allows taking into account of mem-
bership that is useful to follow a different path for two val-
ues located on the both sides of the threshold of the test. A
high value of the membership function will represent a high
probability of the corresponding feature vector to be classi-
fied as a tumor. In [44,45], fuzzy binary decision tree was
tested on a set of 100 normal images, 39 images with 48
minimal cancers and 25 images with 25 benign masses. The
sensitivity TP = 93% with the false positive rate FP = 3.1
per image is obtained.

5.5. Combined classifiers

Sequential or parallel combinations of the classifiers are
used to improve the classification rate. Each classifier may
have its own region in the feature space where it performs the
best. Many schemes for combining various classifiers have
shown the classification accuracy is over that of individual
classifier [169–171].

There are parallel, cascading and hierarchical types of
classifier combinations [169]. In the parallel architecture, all
the classifiers are independent and their results are combined
by a combiner. In [125,127], five different classifiers such as
multivariate Gaussian classifier (MVG), radial basis function
(RBF), Q-vector median (QVM), 1-nearest neighbour (1NN)
and hyperspheric Parzen windows (PZN) are combined to
detect the circumscribed masses. The behavior–knowledge
space (BKS) method is used to fuse all of the five classifiers.
It is clear that the performance of the multi-classifier out-
performs all of the individual classifiers. Tested on the data
provided by the Kent and Canterbury Hospital NHS Trust
in the UK, 95% of the masses are detected while keeping
the false positive rate to a level comparable to that of indi-
vidual classifiers with a much poorer true positive fraction
(TPF) [125,127]. For the cascading architecture, all the clas-
sifiers invoke in a sequence. For the sake of efficiency, inac-
curate but cheap classifiers are used first, followed by more
accurate and expensive classifiers. [80,81] used a sequen-
tial classification scheme to reduce the number of FPs with
the minimum number of TP losses. A threshold classifier
simply sets a maximum and a minimum value for each mor-
phological feature to prevent the followed LDA and BPN
classifiers from training with non-representative features.
The studies showed that the LDA and the BPN classifier
were trained faster and performed better when the initial
number of FPs in the training set was small, thus leading to
the use of the sequential classification scheme [80,81]. By
this method, FP = 4.4 per image at TP = 90% and FP = 2.3

http://www.wiau.man.ac.uk/services/MIAS/MIASmini.html
http://www.wiau.man.ac.uk/services/MIAS/MIASmini.html
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Fig. 3. A hierarchic classification example [42].

per image at TP = 80% are obtained. [153,154] proposed
a new cascade classifier ART2LDA combining an unsuper-
vised and a supervised classifier to improve the classifica-
tion performance. The unsupervised model was based on an
adaptive resonance theory (ART2) network [172,173] and
the supervised model was based on LDA. The ART2LDA
hybrid classifier is defined as

y = g (f2(x)) f1(x) + 1 − g (f2(x))

where x is the input feature vector, f1(·) and f2(·) are LDA
and ART2 classifiers, respectively, and g(·) is a binary mem-
bership function defined as

g(c) =
{

0 if c is a malignant class,

1 if c is a mixed class.

Here, the mixed class contains both the malignant and
benign members, while the malignant class only contains
the malignant members. ART as an unsupervised classifier
is first used to analyze the similarities of the input feature
vector and eliminate a subpopulation that may be separated
from the main population. This improves the performance
of the second-stage LDA because the remaining popula-
tion is more like multivariate normal distribution for which
LDA is an optimal classifier. In the hierarchical architec-
ture, individual classifiers are combined into a tree structure.
Each tree node is associated with a classifier. This architec-
ture has high efficiency and flexibility to discriminate dif-
ferent types of features. The classification hierarchy in [42]
used the deterministic or Bayesian classifiers with four fea-
tures to perform classification. The four features were the
area of an extracted region, shape descriptor, edge distance

variation descriptor and edge intensity variation. The first
level associated with the deterministic classification and the
area feature, and the other three levels used the Bayesian
classifier and the rest three types of the features respectively
(Fig. 3).

6. Evaluation of CAD performance

It is important to notice that an objective comparison of
the performance of different CAD methods is very difficult
and even impossible due to the use of different databases.
Not only the cases of the different databases are different
but also the proportion of subtle cases versus obvious cases
is different. Even if a common database is used to test dif-
ferent methods, it could not guarantee that the comparison
is valid and just. In Table 11 we list several available mam-
mogram databases. In addition to the databases, the meth-
ods of evaluation will also influence the performance of the
computer-aided diagnosis systems. Next, we will summa-
rize various performance indices for the evaluation of CAD
systems.

A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a plot-
ting of true positive as a function of false positive [180–184].
Higher ROC, approaching the perfection at the upper left
hand corner, would indicate greater discrimination capacity.
The CLABROC program tests the statistical significance of
the difference between two ROC curves [184]. For evalu-
ating true-positive detection, sometimes it is required not
only the existence but also the localization of the tumor.
A better method for this purpose is the free-response re-
ceiver operating characteristic (FROC) analysis which is a
plot of the operating points showing the tradeoff between
the TP rate versus the average number of false positives per
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Table 11
Available mammogram databases [175]

Database name Description

DDSM Digital database for screening mammography was created by Massachusetts General Hospital, the University of South Florida,
and Sandia National Laboratories
Source: http://marathon.csee.usf.edu/Mammography/Database.html

LLNL/UCSF Database was created by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL) and the Radiology Department at the University
of California at San Francisco (UCSF)
Source: mammo-db-help@llnl.gov

MIAS Database was created by the Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS), United Kingdom
Source: http://www.wiau.man.ac.uk/services/MIAS/MIASweb.html

mias@svl.smb.man.ac.uk
Nijmegen Database was created by the National Expert and Training Centre for Breast Cancer Screening and the Department of Radiology

at the University of Nijmegen, the Netherlands
Source: nico@mbfys.kun.nl
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Fig. 4. ROC curves illustrate the performances of different systems to
differentiate between benign and malignant masses [124].

image [176,185–187]. However, both FROC and ROC anal-
yses suffer from their limitations. For instance, they do not
address the complexity of the images and are difficult to
transform the subjective measurements (radiologist’s obser-
vations) to the objective FROC/ROC curves. The area under
the ROC curve or the FROC curve is an important criterion
for evaluating the diagnostic performance [176,177]. Usu-
ally, it is referred as the AZ index. The AZ value of ROC
curve is just the area under the ROC curve. The AZ value of
FROC curve should be computed by normalizing the area
under the FROC curve by the range of the abscissa. The
value of AZ is 1.0 when the diagnostic detection has per-
fect performance which means that TP rate is 100% and FP
rate is 0%. The ROCFIT program [188] is for estimating AZ

from the ROC experiment. The estimation of the AZ value
can be obtained with the trapezoidal rule which can under-
estimate areas under the curve. More operating points are
generated, less underestimation error will be obtained. The
AZ value can also be computed by fitting a continuous bino-
mial curve to the operating points, provided the functional
equation of the ROC curve is given [178].
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Fig. 4 shows ROC curves of an experienced radiologist,
the average performance of five radiologists, the computer-
ized scheme with ANN alone, and computerized the hybrid
system [124]. AZs were also calculated to evaluate the abil-
ity of different classifiers. The performance of the hybrid
system with AZ = 0.94 is better than all the others’. The
experienced radiologist had an AZ of 0.91, whereas the aver-
age of the five radiologists yielded an AZ of 0.81. The four-
input ANN yielded an AZ value of 0.90. An example of the
use of FROC curves for mass detection on two different data
sets is given in Fig. 5 [96]. To measure the performance of
the final result, an index Af similar to index AZ was defined
as the area under the logarithmically plotted FROC curves
between 0.05 and 4 FPs per image. A sensitivity level over
70% on the Nijmegen data set was achieved at a specificity
of one FP in 10 images, whereas only 55% of the masses
were found at a specificity level of one false positive per 10
images on the DDSM data set, which shows the differences
in screening practice between the Netherlands and the USA.

Currently, breast ultrasound imaging becomes an impor-
tant adjunct to mammography in mass detection [195–197],
however, it will not be discussed here.
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